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Facetiously adapted from dilbert.com
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DEEP DATA…

 Images from {Michie-etal1994trains} {Srinivasan-etal1994mutagenesis} {Schmid-etal2008analytical} (Olson1995incremental) (De
raedt2011-encyclopedia)
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DEEP KNOWLEDGE!

 Examples from {Muggleton-Deraedt1994ilp} {Ferri-etal2001incremental} {Flener-Yilmaz1999inductive} {Castillo2012stochastic}
{Deraedt-etal2007problog} {Lloyd-Ng2007modal}
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WHAT’S DISTINCTIVE ABOUT INDUCTIVE PROGRAMMING?
 Many characteristics have been mentioned
Examples include relations between objects.
Features are non-scalar.
Patterns are constructive, rather than flat.
Use of variables or constructor terms (or both).
Use of recursion.
Models can be comprehensible.
but not all of them are found in every particular IP
approach.
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WHAT’S DISTINCTIVE ABOUT INDUCTIVE PROGRAMMING?
 Many different declarative languages have been used:
Logical, functional, functional logic, hybrid…
Unconditional – Conditional – Constraints…
Propositional – First-order – Higher-order…
Probabilistic – Stochastic – Bayesian….
Modal, Action, ..
One possible inclusive characterisation:
Inductive inference using declarative
languages that are (nearly) Turing-complete
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WHAT MAKES AN INDUCTIVE PROBLEM HARD?
 Problem classes or problem instances?
I refer to problem instances
 Elements:
 Data D
 Target model(s) or hypothesis h.
 Hypothesis space H
 Background Knowledge B (possibly a component of H).

Are they big and deep?
 Not a meaningful question in isolation (D can be large
and complex but h can still be trivial).
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WHAT MAKES AN INDUCTIVE PROBLEM HARD?
It is insightful to think about B and H together (bias).
 B has a dual effect.
 If it does not contain key auxiliary concepts, the problem
becomes very difficult as the concepts need to be
invented, but
 If it contains too many auxiliary concepts, the problem is
now how the appropriate auxiliary concepts are chosen.

O((|h|·|B|)|h|)
 No way unless h is syntactically very small.
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WHAT IS COGNITIVELY DIFFICULT FOR HUMANS?
 Cognitive science has identified some issues:
 Hypothesis size
 Humans can only process small hypotheses at a time,
including a small set of concepts (“The magical number seven,
plus or minus two” (Miller 1956)).
 This number varies with people.
 Data size.
 Humans are not good at big data.
 Except for perception mechanisms: e.g., vision, speech,
music, etc.).
 Knowledge size.
 Humans are good at using their knowledge appropriately
 Difficulty depends on how unrelated or non-contextual the
solution is w.r.t. previous knowledge.
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WHAT IS COGNITIVELY DIFFICULT FOR HUMANS?
 A different view of scalability for inductive inference.
Scalability on the size of knowledge

 In humans, fluid vs. crystallised intelligence are
distinguished.
Fluid intelligence is affected by scalability on D, H and h.
Crystallised intelligence is also affected by scalability on
B.
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BIG DEEP KNOWLEDGE
 The construction and contextual application of (large
repositories of) background knowledge or function
libraries for inductive problems is a key issue:
 Incrementality (data {Kietz-Wrobel1992controlling}{Ferri-etal2001incremental} and
knowledge {Olsson1995incremental} {Solomonoff2002incremental} {Schmidhuber2004optimal},
{Henderson2010incremental}), repeat learning {Khan-etal-1998repeat}.
 Learning to learn, meta-learning, incremental self-improvement {Schmidhuberetal1997incremental}

 Function and predicate invention {Muggleton-Buntine1992invention} {Olsson1999invent}
{Henderson-Muggleton2012invention}

 Constructive induction {Muggleton1987Duce} and constructive reinforcement
learning {HernandezOrallo2000constructive}.
 Meta-knowledge {Cabral-etal2005metaknow}{Mccreath-Sharma1995metaknow}, declarative
bias {Bridewell-Todorovski2008declarativebias}, transfer learning, relational
reinforcement learning , beliefs and modality {Lloyd-Ng2007modal}.

(continues)
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BIG DEEP KNOWLEDGE
(continues)
 (Interactive) Theory Revision {RichardsMooney1991revision}{Deraedt1992theoryrevision},
Theory completion {Muggleton2000completion}.
 Integration with abduction {Flach-Kakas2000abduction} and deduction.

 Representation, knowledge level change and learning
{Dietterich1986knowledgelevel},

 Knowledge dependency and redundancy, what to keep explicitly and
implicitly (inductive and deductive gains) {HernandezOrallo2000InferenceGain},
 Expert systems / knowledge-based systems
 ...

 Oldies (but goldies) in Inductive Logic Programming (ILP), Inductive
Programming (IP), program synthesis, AI, cognitive science and other
areas.
 Many also have recently had a new revival.
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WHY IS INDUCTIVE PROGRAMMING GOOD FOR THIS?
 If we use the human brain as a reference, especially in
cognitive science…
Shouldn’t neural networks be
the preferred paradigm?

 This is precisely the bet for “deep learning”, where neural
networks and other kinds of connectionist systems selforganise.

 How can we supervise and understand this knowledge?
 Natural language: wait until these systems develop
natural language to interview them?
 Artificial language: choose expressive, comprehensible
languages  Inductive programming.
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WHY IS INDUCTIVE PROGRAMMING GOOD FOR THIS?
 Inductive programming as a means for developing
cognitive systems and intelligent agents:
 We can understand many pieces (or all) of H, h, D and B.
 This can hold in the short, mid and long terms for B.
 We can provide start-up knowledge B0.
 We can revise and fix their knowledge.
 We have tools to combine different sources of knowledge.
 Agents can exchange knowledge.
 Many applications require this understanding (scientific discovery,
multi-agent systems, software engineering, engineering
modelling...)
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WHY IS INDUCTIVE PROGRAMMING GOOD FOR THIS?
 Inductive programming as an experimental tool for cognitive
science:
 Reasons (in contrast to other approaches):
 IP hypotheses are usually related to the solutions that humans
would find for the same problem.
 We can understand the solutions reached by the system.
 We can see explicitly what the system has been given (B).
 Applications:
 Explore problem difficulty and significance.
 Explore different solutions.
 Compare to human solutions, performance and variance.
 Several examples (common cognitive tasks {Schmid-etal2008analytical},
cognitive “Tutors” {Matsuda-etal2006cognitivetutors}, number or symbol series
tasks {Burghardt2005generalization} {Siebers-Schmid2012numbers}.
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A COGNITIVE STUDY USING IP: IQ TEST PROBLEMS
 Let’s use IQ tests for the evaluation of AI systems!
 This has been suggested several times in the past.
 Detterman, editor of the Intelligence Journal, made this suggestion
serious and explicit: “A challenge to Watson (2011)” {Detterman2011}
 As a response to specific domain tests and landmarks (such as
Watson).
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A COGNITIVE STUDY USING IP: IQ TEST PROBLEMS
 Hold on!
 {Sanghi-Dowe2003} implemented a small program (in Perl)
which could score relatively well on many IQ tests.
Test

 A 3rd year student project
 Less than 1000 lines of code

This made the point
unequivocally:
this program is not intelligent

 2012 rejoinder to Detterman:
“IQ tests are not for machines”
{Dowe-HernandezOrallo2012}.

I.Q. Score

Human Average

A.C.E. I.Q. Test

108

100

Eysenck Test 1

107.5

90-110

Eysenck Test 2

107.5

90-110

Eysenck Test 3

101

90-110

Eysenck Test 4

103.25

90-110

Eysenck Test 5

107.5

90-110

Eysenck Test 6

95

90-110

Eysenck Test 7

112.5

90-110

Eysenck Test 8

110

90-110

I.Q. Test Labs

59

80-120

Testedich.de:I.Q. Test

84

100

I.Q. Test from Norway

60

100

96.27

92-108

Average
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A COGNITIVE STUDY USING IP: IQ TEST PROBLEMS
 Many non-IP approaches attempt exercises in IQ tests.
 Just an example {Eliasmith-etal2012}:

 Uses exercises like those in
IQ tests to evaluate the
model brain.
 But the problems (without the
letter recognition phase) do
not look very challenging for
an IP system
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A COGNITIVE STUDY USING IP: IQ TEST PROBLEMS
 IP approaches to solve IQ tests are much more explicit.
 These are the solutions found by {Burghardt2005generalization}:

We can learn much more from here about whether this
is significant progress, and about the types of solutions
and problem difficulty, than from non-IP approaches.
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A COGNITIVE STUDY USING IP: IQ TEST PROBLEMS
 We also had a go with gErl {MartinezPlumed-etal2013gErl}:
 Odd-one-out problems

Problem presentation {Ruiz2011oddoneout}:
1 exercise  1 example
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A COGNITIVE STUDY USING IP: IQ TEST PROBLEMS
 We also had a go with gErl {MartinezPlumed-etal2013gErl}:
 Odd-one-out problems. gErl results

 Results are better than other specialised systems, but how does
gErl do it?
 It uses the same R-ASCM representation.
 It uses two ad-hoc functions from background knowledge:
hamming and diffObj.



It is not very difficult in this way.
It doesn’t match the way humans solve these problems
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A COGNITIVE STUDY USING IP: IQ TEST PROBLEMS
 We also had a go with gErl {MartinezPlumed-etal2013gErl}:
 Raven’s Progressive Matrices (RPM)
Problem presentation
1 exercise  several examples
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A COGNITIVE STUDY USING IP: IQ TEST PROBLEMS
 We also had a go with gErl {MartinezPlumed-etal2013gErl}:
 Raven’s Progressive Matrices (RPM). gErl results
 How does gErl do it?
 It uses functions
from the
background
knowledge: identity,
progressive,
distrib3val,
distrib2val, addition,
…
 More challenging
 More similar to
human solutions.
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A COGNITIVE STUDY USING IP: IQ TEST PROBLEMS
 We also had a go with gErl {MartinezPlumed-etal2013gErl}:
Thurstone letter series completion problems
Problem presentation
1 exercise  several examples
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A COGNITIVE STUDY USING IP: IQ TEST PROBLEMS
 We also had a go with gErl {MartinezPlumed-etal2013gErl}:
 Thurstone letter series completion problems. gErl results

 How does gErl do it?
 It uses functions from the background knowledge: last, next, init, length, mod, previous …
 Even more challenging and very close to the patterns humans find.
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A COGNITIVE STUDY USING IP: IQ TEST PROBLEMS
 What crucial things are there?
 Background knowledge.
 Data representation (structures)
 Data presentation (examples per problem instance)

 What do we learn from these problems?
 Does difficulty correlate with humans and other systems?
 Do the hypotheses match those identified by humans?
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DISCUSSION
 General systems are difficult to compare when background
knowledge is used.
 Many different kinds of problems have been used in ILP, IP, AI,
ML and program synthesis.
 We only have informal assessments of their difficulty.

 Some systems are able to solve them from scratch, others with
background knowledge.
 Some systems are able to solve just one type of problems,
others are more general.
We need libraries of problems (featuring
deep data and deep background knowledge),
to really know what the challenges are, when
there is real progress, etc.
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DISCUSSION
 Some suggestions:
 Real problems: e.g. program synthesis, ILP problems, AI problems
and IQ tests provide some starting collection.
 Systematic assessment of their properties à la {Maciaetal2013datasets} {Macia-Bernado2013uciplus}.
 Cognitive difficulty assessment (relative to humans).
 Artificial problems:
 Theoretical account of difficulty (e.g., using AIT, {HernandezOrallo2000a,2000b},

 Enriching existing approaches for flat (attribute-value) artificial
dataset generation {Rios-etal2008artificial} {Marzukhi-etal2013artificial}.
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DISCUSSION
 It gets more interesting (and difficult) when induction is
made from small deep data and especially with big deep
knowledge.
 More needs to be done on knowledge acquisition and reuse.

Let’s counter the research bias
towards disposable learning.
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 Special thanks to:
 M.J. Ramírez-Quintana and C. Ferri for joint work on
inductive logic programming, the FLIP system and its
incremental version.

THANK
YOU!

 F. Martínez-Plumed for his results with gErl over these IQ
test problems.
 V. Estruch, J. Bedoya and H. Castillo for some other joint
work in ILP and IP.
 D. Dowe for joint work on universal psychometrics and
meaning/usefulness of IQ tests.
 The seminar organisers: Sumit, Emanuel and Ute!
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